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Artwork Layout Guide
When providing artwork to Glasshape®, please ensure you provide clear instructions on the positioning
of your artwork on the finished piece of glass. If the project requires that the artwork be split up over
a number of glass panels, then please provide a layout which clearly identifies each panel of glass and
the corresponding section of artwork. An example of this can be seen below in the Multi Panel section
of this document.
Positioning & Cropping
If your artwork is not cropped to the finished panel size, then please provide us with some indication
of where the artwork is to be positioned on the glass. The illustration below provides an indication of
a piece of Artwork being positioned relative to the size of the glass on which it will be printed. Please
provide this keyline (Red Rectangle) on a separate layer called “Glass Outline”. Please Note: Anything
inside of the keyline will be printed and anything outside will not be printed.
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Multi Panels
Tiling a design across multiple panels is easy with VisionInk®. Our software can manipulate the image
as required to allow for joins and frames etc. If required in the future, replacement panels with a perfect
match in colour and positioning can be easily supplied.
Multi Panel Layout Information
If your artwork is to be spread out over multiple panels of glass, then you will need to provide us with an
accurate layout, detailing individual artwork placement, overall dimensions and panel splits relative to
the placement of the complete piece of artwork. If the artwork is being assembled into a framing system
and you don’t want the artwork to be hidden within the framing, then we will need to be supplied the
dimensions of the entire framing system. If you don’t have this information, or if your artwork installation
is being fitted to an existing structure, then Glasshape provides an additional On-site Digital Measuring
Service to assist you with this.
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If you need any assistance, contact the VisionInk Design Department. visioninkdesign@glasshape.com
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